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Exccllonl 

CONDITION 

o Alterod 

DESCRIOE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL YSICAL APPEARANCE 

The Robert Cleveland Log House is a Ij bJO penl! log dHelling vU th 
exterior end stone chimneys and an uncoursed stone basement. The logs are 
hewn) nearly square in section) and joined in a dovetail in 1JJhich the 
cu"e sloped biO ways, The roof) now covered 1jvi th standing S3 arn. tin, extends 
far beyond the walls on all sides giv~ng protection to trB dovetail joints. 
( s where tho joints 
to decay caused by rain water caught beh'Jeen the logs. 'Ihe splayed 
construction only partially alleviates the problem.) The house has 
rooms divided by a log partition, wjth a loft above. The floor joists for 
the loft floor are set into the outer walls and are visible on the 
The walls, however, continue about four feet above the joists before the 
roof begins) creating extra space in the loft. 

The front (southeast) facade, partially covered with weatherboards, 
features twn main entrances (one in each pen) containing board-and-batten m 
doors Above each entrance is a small rectangular opening lighting the 
Each gable is dominated by an immense fieldstone chimney which tapers 
the cap. The only window lighting the first floor is located to the front 
of the SJuthwest chimney. The rear (northwest) facade is similar to the 
but lacks loft windows. Because of the slope of the land the stone 
is quite high below this facade and contains two rectangular wooden grates 
with diagonally set bars which ventilate the full basement. 

Both rooms are unfinished and have exposed-beam. ceilings. The southwe 
room, probably the kitchen, features an unusually large fireplace with a n 
rectangular opening. A trap door located in the north corner leads to a 
ladder descending to the basement. The only finished work in the room c 
of beade~ edges on the ceiling beams and a beaded architrave around the door 
leading to the northeast room. 

The northe'8.8·t room seems to have been the main Ilparlor . II 
fireplace with an arched opening and an enclosed winding stair rising from 
the left side of the chimney to the loft. Although the interior faces of 
the chimneys are exposed at the loft level, there are no openings. This 
configuration appears to have been intentional, giving needed support for the 
logs used in the gables. 
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About 1775 Robert Cleveland moved from Virginia to What is now 
Wilkes County) North Carolina) and settled on a tract he had been granted 
near the Yadkin River. During the Revolution Robert Cleveland and his 
brother, Benjamin) who lived nearby., took an active part in reprisals 
against local Tories who were often accused of various crimes. Benjamin 
in particular Was known for pursuing and hanging ~'li thout delay a number of 
Tories. In the Battle of Kings Mountain) Benjamin served as a colonel in 
the militia and led one of the four columns which successfully as saul ted 
the British position. Robert Cleveland was captain of a company in his 
brother's regiment. This victory of the colonial militia over the British 
was a significant one in that it forced General Cornwallis to withdraw int~ 
South Carolina and gave much-needed encouragement to revolutionary forces 
throughout the colonies. 

Some sources put the date of the CJsvelands I entry into what is now 
l,vilke s County as far back as 1769. Ashe's Biographical History of North 
Carolina states that Benjamin Cleveland and his brothers) including 
R )1)13'=£ were there in that year and that Benjamin was chiefly responsible 
for the formation of Wilkes County in 1777. The earliest available deed 
verifying the presence of Robert Cleveland) however) records a transfer of 
land to him from Benjmain in 1784. Additionally his grant of land from thE 
s'tate of North Carolina in 1787 makes reference to its location contiguous 
to a ~~ant to him of an earlier date not given in available records. It 
was probably around 1780 that Captain Robert Cleveland) as he was called, 
buil t tl'B present log house located on the "north fork of Lewis's Fork of 
the Yadkin River. If The census of 1790 shows the Cleveland household consi~ted 
of t~Jenty-four persons) including ten slaves. At least part of the activiiy 
of the farm was devoted to the making of whiskey as is evident from Cleve
land's will. Proved in 1812, it conveys to his son, Presley, "all the 
Plantation after the Death or Widowhood of my Wife and my new waggon, also 
my Still II 

Presley Cleveland sold his inheritance to John Yates in 1823. At that 
time the estate amoQnted to 604 acres a~d brought $650 at sale. The 
Cleveland Log House with varying acreage was held by the Yates fmaily for 
over one, hundred years until finally it was acquired from a descendent of 
Jotill Yates by Winfield S. Fletcher. Fletcher bought the house in 1930 
because of his interest in its historicity. From him ownership passed to 
his stepdaughter, Yrrs Parks Church 
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The Robert Cleveland Log House) in addition to hav~ng been the home 
of a well-lmown revolutionary soldier stands as probably the eldest 
in s -L serves 
ex~ole of the early two-pen log structures built by the pioneers in the 
western mountains in the eighteenth century. 
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